The role of somatosensory input in target localization during binocular and monocular viewing while performing a high precision reaching and placement task.
Binocular vision provides the most accurate and precise depth information; however, many people have impairments in binocular visual function. It is possible that other sensory inputs could be used to obtain reliable depth information when binocular vision is not available. However, it is currently unknown whether depth information from another modality improves target localization in depth during action execution. Therefore, the goal of this study was to assess whether somatosensory input improves target localization during the performance of a precision placement task. Visually normal young adults (n = 15) performed a bead threading task during binocular and monocular viewing in two experimental conditions where needle location was specified by 1) vision only, or 2) vision and somatosensory input, which was provided by the non-dominant limb. Performance on the task was assessed using spatial and temporal kinematic measures. In accordance with the hypothesis, results showed that the interval spent placing the bead on the needle was significantly shorter during monocular viewing when somatosensory input was available in comparison to a vision only condition. In contrast, results showed no evidence to support that somatosensory input about the needle location affects trajectory control. These findings demonstrate that the central nervous system relies predominately on visual input during reach execution, however, somatosensory input can be used to facilitate the performance of the precision placement task.